
1. Unroll your camp bed and lay it flat on  
     a clean surface with CORE logo  face-up.

2. Open the Inflate valve located on the
     sidewall at the head of the bed to 
     the “INFLATE” position and allow 
      the camp bed to fill with air (fig. 1).

3. Allow camp bed to self-inflate 
     for 2-3 minutes. Camp bed will 
     reach ~80% fullness on its own. 
      Once mostly  inflated, close inflate 
      valve to  “MICRO-ADJUST” position  (fig. 2).

               4. To further inflate camp bed, locate the
                      carry bag with included pump sack feature. 
                      Attach valve plug located at end of carry bag  
                        to inflate valve in the “MICRO-ADJUST” 
                      position (fig. 3).  

                5. Open free end of carry bag and hold 10-12” 
                      away from your mouth. Blow 1-2 breaths 
                       into bag (fig. 4), then quickly close bag and
                       begin rolling it towards the camp bed, 
                        applying pressure to push air into the 
                      camp bed as you go (fig. 5). 

          6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as needed until
                     camp bed reaches preferred level of
                       firmness. Once inflated fully, close valve.

     TIP: If the camp bed feels too firm you 
      can use  the “Micro-Adjust” feature on the 
       inflate valve to release small bursts of air 
      from camp bed. To do this, open inflate 
      valve to micro-adjust position and press 
      down on the green trampoline for 1-2 seconds 
      at a time until you find that just right level 
      of comfort.

  

1. Open Deflate valve located on the sidewall at the head of 
     the bed (fig. 6). Starting at the foot of the camp bed (opposite 
                                                             of valves) begin tightly rolling 
                                                             and compressing the bed 
                                                             as you go, working your way 
                                                             to the top of the bed (fig. 7).

                                                            TIP: If rolling the camp bed is difficult 
                                                            you can first fold the bed in half and 
                                                            press down to push out a large 
                                                            amount of air. 
           
2. Once completed, lay the camp bed flat and, once again, begin tightly 
      rolling and compressing the bed. Once rolled up, securely close the 
      Deflate valve and use included hook-and-loop straps to secure camp 
      bed in rolled position. Put camp bed and pump sack into carry bag, 
      roll the top and buckle closed.

Connect multiple beds together for 
a larger sleep surface!

•  Line up 
     inflated 
     camp beds 
     side by side

•  Locate 
     included 
     buckle straps

•  Starting at head of bed – slide 
    opened strap through corner 
    loop of bed on left and then 
    bed on right, then join ends of 
    straps together to buckle closed

•  Pull loose end of strap with 
     CORE logo to tighten loop as 
     needed.
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We’ve got you COVERED.
Our products feature a 1-year 

warranty. If you have any questions or 
product concerns, please contact us.

VISIT:

coreequipment.com/pages/warranty

1-Year Limited Warranty

    Need some help?

      help@coreequipment.com

      coreequipment.com

          1-888-775-5628

                          Scan to learn more  
 and see detailed instructions.
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